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CCIE Self-Study: CCIE Security Exam Certification Guide, Second EditionCisco Press, 2005
The Cisco authorized self-study test preparation guide for CCIE Security 2.0  350-018 written exam The only official, Cisco endorsed study guide for the CCIE  Security 2.0 written exam Includes best-of-breed self-assessment series  features, including a CD-ROM test engine, "Do I Know This Already?" quizzes,  topic lists/foundation...

		

Essentials of Research Design and Methodology (Essentials of Behavioral  Science)John Wiley & Sons, 2005
Master the essential skills for designing and conducting a successful research project
Essentials of Research Design and Methodology contains practical information on how to design and conduct scientific research in the behavioral and social sciences. This accessible guide covers basic to advanced concepts in a clear, concrete, and readable...


		

The Art of Error Correcting CodingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
Building on the success of the first edition, which offered a practical introductory approach to the techniques of error concealment, this book, now fully revised and updated, provides a comprehensive treatment of the subject and includes a wealth of additional features. The Art of Error Correcting Coding, Second Edition explores...





		

Enterprise Resource Planning: Global Opportunities and ChallengesIdea Group Publishing, 2002
How can ERP be used to improve the overall organizational operating efficiency and effectiveness? How is ERP going to evolve in the future and what are the implications for Electronic commerce? The overall objective of Enterprise Resource Planning: Global Opportunities and Challenges is to provide students, academicians and practitioners interested...

		

Prediction of Protein Structures, Functions, and InteractionsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	The growing flood of new experimental data generated by genome sequencing has provided an impetus for the development of automated methods for predicting the functions of proteins that have been deduced by sequence analysis and lack experimental characterization.


	Prediction of Protein Structures, Functions and Interactions presents...


		

Environmental Pollution and Control, Fourth EditionButterworth-Heinemann, 1997

	Complex environmental problems are often reduced to an inappropriate level of simplicity. While this book does not seek to present a comprehensive scientific and technical coverage of all aspects of the subject matter, it makes the issues, ideas, and language of environmental engineering accessible and understandable to the nontechnical...






		

Risk Assessment of Chemicals: An IntroductionSpringer, 2007

	At last – a second edition of this hugely important text that reflects the progress and experience gained in the last decade and aims at providing background and training material for a new generation of risk assessors. The authors offer an introduction to risk assessment of chemicals as well as basic background information on sources,...


		

Asset Attack Vectors: Building Effective Vulnerability Management Strategies to Protect OrganizationsApress, 2018

	
		Build an effective vulnerability management strategy to protect your organization’s assets, applications, and data.

	Today’s network environments are dynamic, requiring multiple defenses to mitigate vulnerabilities and stop data breaches. In the modern enterprise, everything connected to the network is a...


		

The Neural Simulation Language: A System for Brain ModelingMIT Press, 2002
The Neural Simulation Language (NSL), developed by Alfredo Weitzenfeld, Michael Arbib, and Amanda Alexander, provides a simulation environment for modular brain modeling. NSL is an object-oriented language offering object-oriented protocols applicable to all levels of neural simulation. One of NSL's main strengths is that it allows for realistic...





		

MCITP Self-Paced Training Kit (Exam 70-441): Designing Database Solutions by Using Microsoft  SQL Server(TM) 2005Microsoft Press, 2007
This 2-in-1 training kit delivers in-depth preparation plus practice for 70-441, an exam for the MCITP: Database Developer certification. Ace your exam prepand build real-world job skillswith lessons, case scenarios, practice tests, and more.     

       Key Book Benefits:
  

In-depth coverage of exam objectives and...


		

Extreme Exploits: Advanced Defenses Against Hardcore HacksMcGraw-Hill, 2005
Protect your network and web sites from malicious attacks with help from this cutting-edge guide. Extreme Exploits is packed with never-before-published advanced security techniques and concise instructions that explain how to defend against devastating vulnerabilities in software and network infrastructure. This book gives you detailed analyses...


		

Municipal Solid Waste Incinerator Residues (Studies in Environmental Science)Elsevier Limited, 1997


	The International Ash Working Group (IAWG) was established in 1989 to conduct an

	in-depth review of the existing scientific data and develop a state-of-knowledge treatise

	on MSW incinerator residue characterisation, disposal, treatment and utilisation. The

	topics of operator and worker health and safety, and health risk assessment...
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